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Abstract. This paper surveys recent results on classifying partially
hyperbolic diffeomorphisms. This includes the construction of branching foliations and leaf conjugacies on three-dimensional manifolds with
solvable fundamental group. Classification results in higher-dimensional
settings are also discussed. The paper concludes with an overview of the
construction of new partially hyperbolic examples derived from Anosov
flows.
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1. Introduction
This paper surveys the work in recent years on the classification problem
for partially hyperbolic dynamical systems. One motivation for research
into partial hyperbolicity is the study of invariant objects in dynamical systems which persist under perturbation. To this end, we start the survey by
defining isolated sets and investigating their properties under changes to the
dynamics.
1.1. Persistent manifolds. Consider a diffeomorphism f : M → M on
a Riemannian manifold. A compact set Λ is invariant ifTf (Λ) = Λ. It is
isolated if there is a neighborhood U ⊃ Λ such that Λ = n∈Z f n (U ). Note
that any isolated set is automatically invariant. Let Diff r (M ) denote the
space of diffeomorphisms f : M → M equipped with the C r topology [Hi].
For an isolated set Λ =TΛf and g ∈ Diff r (M ) close to f , the continuation of
Λf is defined by Λg = n∈Z g n (U ).
In general, the continuation Λg could be very different in structure from
the original Λf . The simplest example is where Λf is a singleton set Λf =
{x}. One can verify that Λg is still a singleton set for all nearby g exactly when the derivative Dfx : Tx M → Tx M is hyperbolic (i.e., with no
eigenvalues of modulus one).
Consider now the case where the invariant set Λ is a submanifold. Let
TΛ M := {Tx M : x ∈ Λ} denote the tangent bundle T M restricted to Λ.
A subbundle E ⊂ TΛ M is a continuous choice of subspace E(x) ⊂ Tx M
for each x ∈ Λ. The subbundle is invariant if Df (E) = E where Df :
T M → T M is the derivative of f . For example, if Λ = f (Λ) ⊂ M is
an embedded submanifold, then T Λ, the set of vectors tangent to Λ, is
an invariant subbundle of TΛ M . An invariant submanifold Λ is normally
hyperbolic if there is a splitting of TΛ M into invariant subbundles
TΛ M = E s ⊕ T Λ ⊕ E u
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and n ≥ 1 such that at each x ∈ Λ the inequalities
kDf n v s k < 1 < kDf n v u k and

kDf n v s k < kDf n v c k < kDf n v u k

hold for all unit vectors v s ∈ E s (x), v c ∈ Tx Λ and v u ∈ E u (x). In words,
this means that the expansion and contraction normal to the submanifold
dominates any expansion or contraction tangent to the submanifold.
An isolated C 1 -submanifold Λf is called persistent if Λg is also a C 1 submanifold close to the original Λf for all g in a C 1 neighborhood of f .
Theorem 1.1. Normally hyperbolic submanifolds are persistent.
This result, in one form or another, has been proved many times over,
with the techniques of the proof going back at least to a 1901 paper of
Hadamard on stable manifolds. See [HPS, Section 1] for references.
In his 1973 thesis, R. Mañé [Ma1 ] proved the converse.
Theorem 1.2 (Mañé). Persistent submanifolds are normally hyperbolic.
Analogous results also hold for continuous-time dynamical systems [OEK].
In their 1977 book, Hirsch, Pugh, and Shub developed extensions to Theorem 1.1 in great detail [HPS]. One case considered is when Λ supports
a lamination. That is, Λ decomposes as a disjoint union of submanifolds,
called leaves, such that if Lx denotes the leaf through x ∈ Λ, then the
tangent space Tx Lx ⊂ Tx M depends continuously on x. This lamination
is invariant if both f (Λ) = Λ and f (Lx ) = Lf (x) for all x ∈ Λ. We use
F to denote the lamination and say that Λf is the support of F. Normal
hyperbolicity is then defined as above with Tx Lx in place of Tx Λ.
Hirsch, Pugh, and Shub proved a limited form of persistence for normally
hyperbolic laminations [HPS, Theorem 6.8], but a priori the lamination
structure may be destroyed under perturbation. For instance, if Lx and Ly
are distinct leaves in F, then the corresponding submanifolds in Λg may
intersect without coinciding. If we add one additional assumption called
“plaque expansiveness,” then these thorny issues disappear.
As it is technical, we omit the definition of plaque expansiveness. To state
the theorem, however, we define one more notion. Suppose f, g : M → M
are diffeomorphisms with respective invariant laminations F and G. A leaf
conjugacy between (f, F) and (g, G) is a homeomorphism h : supp F →
supp G such that if Lx is a leaf of F, then h(Lx ) is a leaf of G and hf (Lx ) =
gh(Lx ). That is, conjugacy holds on the level of leaves.
Theorem 1.3. Suppose f : M → M is a diffeomorphism and F is an f invariant, normally hyperbolic, plaque expansive lamination. Then, there is
a C 1 -neighborhood U of f such that for every g ∈ U there is a g-invariant,
normally hyperbolic, plaque expansive lamination G and (g, G) is leaf conjugate to (f, F).
Plaque expansive holds in every known example.
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Question 1.4. Is every normally hyperbolic lamination also plaque expansive?
Question 1.5. What are all possible normally hyperbolic laminations? Can
they be classified up to some notion of equivalence?
In light of Theorem 1.3 the most natural notion of equivalence would be
leaf conjugacy. This problem may be viewed as the major motivation of the
research detailed in this survey paper. As the problem in its full generality
is way too difficult at present, we look at it in specific settings.
1.2. Uniform hyperbolicity. Normal hyperbolicity builds on the notion
of uniform hyperbolicity developed by Anosov, Smale, and others in the
1960s. Consider a diffeomorphism f : M → M . A compact invariant subset
Λ is hyperbolic if there is an invariant splitting
TΛ M = E s ⊕ E u
and n ≥ 1 such that
kDf n v s k < 1 < kDf n v u k
for all unit vectors v s ∈ E s and v u ∈ E u . A hyperbolic set may be viewed as
a special case of a normally hyperbolic lamination, where the “leaf” through
a point x is just the singleton set {x}. The leaf conjugacy in Theorem 1.3 is
then a true conjugacy between the homeomorphisms f |Λf and g|Λg . Further,
“plaque expansiveness” is just “expansiveness” here, and is always known
to hold for hyperbolic sets.
When the manifold M is a hyperbolic set, the diffeomorphism f : M → M
is called Anosov. Several important classification results have been established for Anosov diffeomorphisms and we discuss these in Section 3.
1.3. Partial hyperbolicity. Shortly after the development of normal hyperbolicity, Brin and Pesin developed a related notion of partial hyperbolicity [BP]. There are several “flavours” of partial hyperbolicity. As this is a
survey on the subject, we give a list of the various definitions.
Consider again a diffeomorphism f : M → M and assume there is a
compact invariant set Λ with invariant splitting
TΛ M = E s ⊕ E c ⊕ E u
such that at each x ∈ Λ the inequalities
(1)

kDf n v s k < 1 < kDf n v u k and

kDf n v s k < kDf n v c k < kDf n v u k

hold for all unit vectors v s ∈ E s (x), v c ∈ E c (x) and v u ∈ E u (x). We
assume E c is non-zero, as otherwise the set would be uniformly hyperbolic.
If exactly one of the bundles E s and E u is non-zero, then Λ is a weakly
partially hyperbolic set. If E s , E c , and E u are all non-zero, then Λ is a
strongly partially hyperbolic set. The bundles E s , E c , and E u are called the
“stable”, “center”, and “unstable” bundles respectively.
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Note that any strongly partially hyperbolic set may also be viewed as a
weakly partially hyperbolic by, say, grouping the stable and center bundles
together into a single center bundle.
The definition of partial hyperbolicity above is pointwise; the inequalities
(1) hold independently at each x ∈ Λ. A partially hyperbolic set is absolutely
partially hyperbolic if the inequalities (1) hold for any points x, y, z ∈ Λ and
unit vectors v s ∈ E s (x), v c ∈ E c (y), and v u ∈ E u (z).
Recently, Rodriguez Hertz, Rodriguez Hertz, and Ures constructed interesting examples of pointwise partially hyperbolic systems that are impossible
in the absolute setting [RHRHU3 ].
Throughout this paper, “partially hyperbolic” means strongly pointwise
partially hyperbolic unless otherwise noted. We also primarily consider dynamical systems where the partially hyperbolic set is the entire manifold
M = Λ and say that the diffeomorphism f : M → M is partially hyperbolic.
In this setting, one can ask if there is an invariant foliation F c tangent
to the center direction E c . Such a foliation would necessary be normally
hyperbolic. We call a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism dynamically coherent if there are invariant foliations F cs , F cu , and F c tangent respectively
to E cs , E cu , and E c .
Question 1.6. Which partially hyperbolic systems are dynamically coherent?
Question 1.7. Can the dynamically coherent systems be classified up to leaf
conjugacy?
Question 1.8. Can the non-dynamically coherent systems be classified up
to some other notion of equivalence?
1.4. Robust transitivity. An invariant set is transitive if it contains a
dense orbit. That is, if there is x ∈ Λ such that
Λ = {f n (x) : n ∈ Z}.
An isolated set is C r -robustly transitive if the continuation Λg is transitive
for all g in a C r -neighborhood of f . Transitive hyperbolic sets are robustly
transitive and form a large class of examples. Mañé showed that in dimension 2, the two notions are equivalent [Ma2 ].
Theorem 1.9. Suppose M is a surface and f : M → M a diffeomorphism.
A transitive set Λ is C 1 -robustly transitive if and only if it is hyperbolic.
Higher dimensions are more complicated. In 1968, Shub constructed a
robustly transitive example on M = Λ = T4 which is partially hyperbolic
but not hyperbolic (see [HPS, Section 8]). In 1978, Mañé constructed a
similar example on T3 [Ma2 ]. In 1995, Bonatti and Dı́az developed the idea
of a “blender” to construct many examples of invariant sets that are both
partially hyperbolic and robustly transitive [BoD]. In 1999, Dı́az, Pujals,
and Ures proved the following theorem in the converse direction [DPU].
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Theorem 1.10. For a diffeomorphism on a 3-dimensional manifold M , any
C 1 -robustly transitive set must be weakly partially hyperbolic.
Question 1.11. What are the robustly transitive sets in dimension 3? In
particular, if M is a compact 3-manifold M , then for which diffeomorphisms
f : M → M is the entire manifold M a robustly transitive set? Can any
3-manifold M support such a diffeomorphism f ?
Robustly transitive sets in dimensions 4 and higher must also have some
form of invariant splitting [BDP] called “volume partial hyperbolicity” or
just “volume hyperbolicity.” This notion is similar in form to partial hyperbolicity, but there are robustly transitive sets in these higher dimensions
which are not strictly partially hyperbolic. See [BoDV, Chapter 7].
Interesting results also hold in the continuous time setting. For flows in
dimension 2, the only robustly transitive sets are equilibrium points and
attracting and repelling orbits [Pei].
For flows in dimension 3, every C 1 -robustly transitive set must be weakly
partially hyperbolic. Examples include the Lorenz attractor, and any robustly transitive set with an equilibrium point can, in some sense, be viewed
as a finite number of geometric Lorenz attractors “glued together.” For further details and precise statements see [ArP] or [BoDV, Chapter 9] and
references therein.
1.5. Stable ergodicity. Finally, we mention stable ergodicity as a major
motivation for studying partially hyperbolic dynamics. Invariant measures
often arise naturally in dynamics, for instance, when studying symplectic
dynamical systems and specifically in the case of Hamiltonian systems due
to Liouville’s theorem. Consider a diffeomorphism f of a compact manifold
M and suppose there is an invariant probability measure µ on M . This pair
(f, µ) is ergodic if
Z
N
1 X
k
φ(f (x)) =
φ dµ
lim
N →∞ N
M
k=1

for almost every x. In other words, µ captures the average behaviour of
almost every orbit of f . For this discussion, we assume µ is equivalent to
Lebesgue measure on M . The pair (f, µ) is stably ergodic if (g, µ) is also
ergodic for every µ-preserving diffeomorphism g close to f . (For reasons lost
to history, the term “stably ergodic” has won out over “robustly ergodic.”)
In the 1960s, D. V. Anosov demonstrated that volume-preserving Anosov
diffeomorphisms are stably ergodic [An]. This is a large part of the reason that they are called “Anosov” diffeomorphisms. For decades, Anosov
systems were the only known examples of stable ergodicity, though some
systems were known to be stably ergodic among certain interesting classes
of perturbations. A notable case is that of frame flows in negative curvature
which represent a class of genuinely partially hyperbolic flows, which under
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certain conditions can be shown to be stably ergodic among frame flows
[BP, Br1 , BrG].
In 1995, Grayson, Pugh, and Shub gave an example of a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism which is stably ergodic [GPS].This lead to a frenzy
of research in the subsequent years showing that many volume-preserving
partially hyperbolic systems are stably ergodic. See [BuPSW1 , CRHRHU,
RHRHU1 , PuSh, Wi] for surveys of the results relating partial hyperbolicity
and stable ergodicity. See also [HaU, Ha7 ] which directly apply classification
and leaf conjugacy results to the study of ergodicity.
2. Classification and statements of the surveyed results
Many surveys on partial hyperbolicity already exist [BoDV, BuPSW1 ,
RHRHU1 , HaPe, PuSh, Wi]. Particularly, a recent survey treats partially
hyperbolic diffeomorphisms in dimension 3 including a considerable section
devoted to classification and integrability [CRHRHU].
It is therefore a big challenge to write a survey which complements these
existing materials. We felt that there were still interesting things to be
said, in particular regarding the classification problem. In this paper, many
relevant aspects are omitted or only briefly discussed if they are covered
in detail in other surveys. For instance, it is standard when surveying a
mathematical subject to start with a list of known examples. Instead, we
refer the reader to the above surveys and to [CP, Section 3].
A geometric structure such as a splitting of the tangent bundle into subbundles will likely impose some form of restriction both on the manifold
and on the isotopy class of a diffeomorphism which leaves it invariant. For
Anosov diffeomorphisms in dimensions 4 or higher, however, the classification problem is yet completely open. For Anosov flows, the same problem
arises. Even in dimension 3, where many results are known, there are still
many open questions. For example, infinitely many hyperbolic 3-manifolds
are known to support Anosov flows [Fen] and infinitely many do not [RSS],
but there is still an infinite class of hyperbolic manifolds where the question
is wide open.
Classifying partially hyperbolic systems is, in principle, much more complicated and includes the classification of Anosov diffeomorphisms and flows
as subproblems. Indeed, the understanding of which manifolds and isotopy
classes admit partially hyperbolic systems is much less advanced than for
Anosov systems.
The bulk of this survey concerns the classification of partially hyperbolic
diffeomorphisms in closed 3-dimensional manifolds. Higher dimensions are
discussed only briefly at the end. The main point, suggested informally
by Pujals in a conference and later formalized by Bonatti and Wilkinson
[BoW] is that even if classification of Anosov systems may be out of reach,
it is reasonable to attempt to compare partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms
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to Anosov systems. Many conjectures and perspectives were triggered by
this approach and we refer to the recent survey [CRHRHU].
Here we present a series of recent results and examples related to this
approach. Of course, the choice of results is biased by the interests of the
authors with a special emphasis on presenting both our previous and ongoing
joint work.
There have been essentially two approaches to the classification problem.
The first, initiated in [BoW], looked at the behavior of the center foliation
in known examples and showed that this behavior characterized the examples. This has been quite successful and it has even lead to progress in
higher dimensions [Boh, Carr, Go, Ha1 , Pot2 ] and it is partially surveyed in
Section 14.
A different approach, initiated by the work of Brin, Burago and Ivanov
[BrBI, BuI], instead makes assumptions on the underlying topology of the
manifold and, in cases, also on the isotopy class of the diffeomorphism.
In the rest of this section, we restrict to the 3-dimensional case. The
study of 3-manifolds is quite advanced, and it makes sense to separate the
study of partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms based on the geometry of the
manifold.
First, we consider “small” manifolds where the volume of a ball in the
universal cover is polynomial in the radius of the ball. Equivalently, the
fundamental group has polynomial growth. In this setting, unstable curves
grow exponentially fast under the dynamics and in some sense wrap around
themselves in the compact manifold. This idea of curves in manifold “wrapping around themselves” under iteration may be made rigorous by considering the action in homology. This was formalized and proved in [BuI] and
extended in [Par] to show the following:
Theorem 2.1. Let f be a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism supported on
a 3-manifold M such that the fundamental group has polynomial growth.
Then, (up to finite cover) M is a circle bundle over a torus, and the action
f∗ on homology H 1 (M, R) has eigenvalues {λi } with min |λi | < 1 < max |λi |.
Sections 4 and 5 give an outline of results featuring in the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Circle bundles over the torus may also be viewed as quotients of nilpotent Lie groups by a discrete lattice. That is, they are nilmanifolds. Further,
for every nilmanifold in dimension three there is an automorphism of the
nilpotent Lie group which quotients down to a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism on the nilmanifold [HaP2 , Appendix A].
Using this, the authors were able to classify all partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms on these manifolds [HaP]. (See also [Ha1 , Ha4 , Pot] for previous
results.)
Theorem 2.2. Let f be a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism supported on
a 3-manifold M such that the fundamental group is nilpotent and suppose
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there is no compact surface tangent to E cs or E cu . Then, (up to finite cover)
f is leaf conjugate to an algebraic map on M .
We next consider the case where the fundamental group has exponential
growth. This comprises a much larger class of 3-manifolds. Further, exponential growth is a necessary condition for a manifold to support an Anosov
flow [PlT]. In this class of “big” manifolds, the panorama is less clear. In
this setting, the simplest manifolds to study are those with solvable fundamental group. These are the manifolds produced by the suspension of an
Anosov diffeomorphism, and the authors showed that the following classification result holds [HaP2 ].
Theorem 2.3. Let f be a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism supported
on a 3-manifold M such that the fundamental group is solvable and has
exponential growth. Further, suppose there is no compact surface tangent to
E cs or E cu . Then, an iterate of f is leaf conjugate to the time-one map of
a suspension Anosov flow.
The main goal of this survey is to outline ideas in the proofs of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 and the results on which they rely. Section 7 details
classification results for foliations on 3-manifolds with solvable fundamental
group. Section 8 gives an overview of the techniques to establish leaf conjugacy which are common to all of the proofs. The proof of Theorem 2.2 is split
into three special cases, handled in Sections 9 to 11. Finally, Theorem 2.3
is reviewed in Section 12.
After manifolds with solvable fundamental group, the next family of manifolds in terms of complexity are Seifert (fiber) spaces. These generalize circle
bundles over surfaces. Ghys showed that, up to finite cover, any Anosov flow
on a circle bundle is orbit equivalent to a geodesic flow [Ghy]. Barbot generalized this result to classify Anosov flows on all Seifert spaces [Ba]. In recent
work with M. Shannon, the authors established the following [HaPS].
Theorem 2.4. Let M be a Seifert space whose fundamental group has exponential growth. Then, M admits a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism if
and only if it admits an Anosov flow.
Corollary 2.5. If Σ is a surface of genus g ≥ 2, then Σ × S 1 does not admit
a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism.
We present an idea of the proofs in a simplified context in Section 13. Note
that Theorem 2.4 does not provide a classification up to leaf conjugacy. At
the moment of writing, this seems to be a difficult problem related to the
recent discovery of new examples on Seifert spaces which are not isotopic
to the identity [BoGP, BoGHP]. We survey these examples in Section 15
along with other examples [BoPP] which must be taken into account if one
hopes to establish a classification up to leaf conjugacy in full generality.
Other classification results are presented in Section 14.
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As we present the main ideas behind these results and their proof, we
also state several questions to help readers grasp the ongoing nature of this
program. Hopefully, it serves to interest readers and prompts them to join
in this exciting quest.
3. Classification of Anosov diffeomorphisms
A key tool in classification results for both hyperbolic and partially hyperbolic systems is the Franks semiconjugacy presented in this section. We
also briefly describe the classification problem for Anosov diffeomorphisms.
Theorem 3.1 (Franks). Suppose A : Td → Td is a linear hyperbolic toral
automorphism and f : M → M and h0 : M → Td are continuous maps such
that
f∗

π1 (M ) −−−−→ π1 (M )




h
y 0∗
yh0∗
A

∗
→ π1 (Td )
π1 (Td ) −−−−

commutes. Then, there is a continuous map h : M → Td homotopic to h0
such that
f

M −−−−→


yh
A

commutes. If h0∗

M


yh

Td −−−−→ Td
is non-zero, then h is surjective.

Since ideas arising in the proof are fundamental to later results for partially hyperbolic systems, we give a sketch of the proof. Throughout this
survey, we present “ideas of proofs” in order to give the reader an intuition
as to why a result might hold. These should not be regarded as rigorous
proofs, and the reader is most welcome to skip over them.
Idea of proof of Theorem 3.1. For simplicity, we only consider the case M =
Td = T2 and where h0 : T2 → T2 is the identity map. Then, f : T2 → T2
lifts to a map f˜ : R2 → R2 which is a finite distance from the lifted linear
map A : R2 → R2 . As A is hyperbolic, there is a linear unstable foliation
Ãu of R2 where each leaf L ∈ Ãu is a translate of the unstable eigenspace
of A. The set
Qu = {h : M̃ → Ãu : sup dist(x, h(x)) < ∞}
x∈R2

is a complete metric space when equipped with the metric
D(h1 , h2 ) = sup dist(h1 (x), h2 (x)).
x∈R2
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As f˜ and A are at finite distance, the function F : Qu → Qu , h 7→ A◦h◦ f˜−1
is well defined. If λ < 1 is the stable eigenvalue of A, then
dist(A(L1 ), A(L2 )) = λ dist(L1 , L2 )
for any two (linear) leaves L1 , L2 ∈ Ãu and thus
D(F (h1 ), F (h2 )) = λ D(h1 , h2 )
Qu .

for any h1 , h2 ∈
As F is a contraction, it has a unique fixed point
H u ∈ Qu . This function H u : M̃ → Ãu assigns to each point x the unique
leaf L such that dist(f˜n (x), An (L)) is bounded for all n ∈ Z.
Note that if X is a closed, non-empty subset of Qu and F (X) = X, it
follows that H u ∈ X. From this one can show that H u is continuous and
commutes with every deck transformation α ∈ π1 (T2 ).
An analogous function H s : M̃ → Ãs exists. Define H(x) = H u (x) ∩
s
H (x). Then H : R2 → R2 satisfies H ◦ f˜ = A ◦ H and quotients down to a
semiconjugacy on T2 .

The above theorem may be used to find a semiconjugacy h from a nonlinear Anosov systems f to its linear part A. To establish that h is a true
topological conjugacy between f and A, one must also show that h is invertible. Franks showed that under certain assumptions for f , the above
proof may be adapted to construct a semiconjugacy in the opposite direction. That is, to find k : Td → M where kA = f k and then h−1 = k. He
used this to give a classification of Anosov diffeomorphisms on surfaces [Fr].
He also gave specific conditions for classification that were later verified by
S. Newhouse [Ne] and A. Manning [Man] to establish the following results.
Theorem 3.2 (Franks–Newhouse). If f : M → M is an Anosov diffeomorphism with dim E u = 1, then M is homeomorphic to a torus Td .
Theorem 3.3 (Franks–Manning). If f : Td → Td is an Anosov diffeomorphism, then f is topologically conjugate to a hyperbolic toral automorphism
A : Td → Td .
The Franks–Manning result also holds for Anosov systems supported on
nilmanifolds and infranilmanifolds showing they are conjugate to simple algebraic examples. The fundamental question is if there are any other possibilities.
Question 3.4. Is every Anosov diffeomorphism topologically conjugate to
an algebraic map on a infranilmanifold?
There do exist examples on manifolds which are homeomorphic but not
diffeomorphic to tori or infranilmanifolds [FJ, FG1 ].
By putting conformality or “pinching” conditions on the restrictions of
the derivative Df : T M → T M to E u and E s , researchers have established
classification results in several settings (see for example [BrM, Sa]).
The proof of Theorem 3.3 considers the number of periodic points of a
given period and relates this to the action of f on homology groups Hk (M, R)
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using the Lefschetz fixed point theorem. There has been some success on
applying this technique for systems defined on other manifolds. For an ndimensional sphere, the dimension of a homology group Hk (Sn , R) is either
zero or one dimensional, and this may be used to show that no sphere supports an Anosov diffeomorphism. Using further techniques from algebraic
topology, A. Gogolev and F. Rodriguez Hertz have ruled out Anosov diffeomorphisms on many families of manifolds, including certain sphere bundles
and products of spheres with tori [GoRH] (see also [GoL] and references
therein for more known obstructions).
In the transitive case, other obstructions are obtained by studying the
way the strong foliations “wrap” around the homology of the manifold via
the study of currents (see [RuS, GoRH]).
The following important question remains open.
Question 3.5. Is there a simply connected compact manifold admitting an
Anosov diffeomorphism?
Spheres do not admit Anosov diffeomorphisms because their homology is
very small, but some of their products are already difficult to understand.
In S2 × S2 the proof that there are no Anosov diffeomorphisms is very recent
[GoRH]. It is unknown if S3 × S3 admits Anosov diffeomorphisms.
4. Integrability of the invariant bundles
This section discusses the work of M. Brin, D. Burago, and S. Ivanov on
the existence of branching foliations for 3-dimensional partially hyperbolic
systems.
4.1. Unique integrability of strong bundles. As with Anosov diffeomorphisms, invariant foliations play a fundamental role in the study of partially hyperbolic dynamics. We first present what could now be considered
a classical result for partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms [HPS].
Theorem 4.1 (Strong Foliations). Let f : M → M be a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism. Then, there exist f -invariant foliations W s and W u
tangent to the bundles E s and E u . Moreover, the bundles E s and E u are
uniquely integrable.
Idea of proof. If the stable bundle is not uniquely integrable at a point p,
then there are two distinct paths α and β starting at p and tangent to
E s . Pick distinct points x on α and y on β near p. As the stable bundle is
contracting, f k (x) is close to f k (p) for all positive k and there is a vector x̂k ∈
Tf k (p) M such that the exponential map based at the point f k (p) satisfies
exp(x̂k ) = f k (x). A sequence ŷk may be defined analogously and the same
properties hold.
We may assume that x and y were chosen so that the angle that x̂0 − ŷ0
makes with E cu (p) is very small. Since Df contracts vectors in E s more
sharply than those in E cu and since x̂k+1 − ŷk+1 is approximately equal to
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Df (x̂k − ŷk ), one can show that the angle that x̂k − ŷk makes with E cu (f k (p))
converges to zero as k → ∞. The sequences kx̂k k and kŷk k each tend to zero
at a rate associated to the stable direction E s (f k (p)). This is strictly faster
than the rate of contraction of kx̂k − ŷk k which is associated to E cu (f k (p)).
This gives a contradiction.

An important simple remark is the following:
Proposition 4.2. The foliations W s and W u have no compact leaves.
Idea of proof. We argue for W s . The argument for W u is symmetric. As in
all of this section, we assume dim E s = 1. Suppose a compact leaf L exists.
Then L is a C 1 circle of some finite length. As Df contracts stable vectors,
the length of f n (L) shrinks to zero as n → ∞. For large enough n, f n (L) is
a circle lying inside a single foliation chart of W s , a contradiction.

4.2. Branching foliations. The main result of [BuI] may be summarized
as follows:
Theorem 4.3. Let f : M → M be a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism on
a compact 3-manifold such that the bundles E u , E c , and E s are oriented and
f preserves these orientations. Then, there is a collection F cs of immersed
surfaces tangent to E cs such that every x ∈ M lies in at least one surface
and no two surfaces in F cs topologically cross. The collection is f -invariant:
L ∈ F cs if and only if f (L) ∈ F cs .
The collection of surfaces F cs in Theorem 4.3 is called a branching foliation and its elements are called leaves. Distinct leaves may intersect without
crossing, as depicted in Figure 1. If f satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3
then so does f −1 , and this means there is also a branching foliation F cu tangent to E cu . The conditions on orientation in the theorem do not hold in
general. However, they may always be achieved by lifting an iterate of f to
a finite cover. Throughout this survey paper, we lift to a finite cover and
replace f by an iterate f n whenever convenient Thus, for the remainder of
the paper we always assume that the orientation conditions in Theorem 4.3
are satisfied.
To be able to apply foliation theory, the following result from [BuI] is also
important.
Theorem 4.4. Let ǫ > 0 and let F cs be a branching foliation as in Theorem 4.3. Then there is a true foliation Fǫcs and a continuous surjective map
hǫ : M → M with the following properties:
(1) every leaf of F cs is the image hǫ (L) of a leaf L ∈ Fǫcs ,
(2) the tangent plane Tx Fǫcs is ǫ-close to E cs for all x ∈ M , and
(3) d(hǫ (x), x) < ǫ for all x ∈ M .
For the interested reader, we spend the remainder of this section giving a
rough outline of the ideas of the proofs of Theorems 4.3 and 4.4.
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Figure 1. Merging leaves in a branching foliation.
4.3. Some ideas of the proof of Theorem 4.3. In the three-dimensional
setting, the center bundle is one-dimensional and therefore Peano’s existence
result applies. This makes one wonder if it is possible to use the unique
integrability of E s to obtain a foliation tangent to E cs . However, even if E c
were uniquely integrable, it may well be that E cs is not integrable. This is
the case for example for E s ⊕ E u , which is rarely integrable even though
each of E s and E u is uniquely integrable.
Using dynamical arguments, it is possible to show that a topological type
of Frobenius argument holds for the bundle E cs . This is related to the fact
that Df −1 uniformly and strongly contracts vectors transverse to E cs .
Proposition 4.5 (Proposition 3.1 of [BuI]). Let
S γ be a curve tangent to
E cs and nowhere tangent to E s . Then, the set x∈γ W s (x) is an immersed
surface tangent to E cs .
s (x)
Idea of proof. This is a graph transform argument. For x ∈ M , let Wloc
denote the stable curve of length one centered at x. For each integer n > 0,
let Sn be a C 1 surface through
f n (γ) which is approximately tangent to E cs
S
s (x).
0
and which is C close to x∈f n (γ) Wloc
As Df −1 strongly contracts vectors in E u , tangent planes to the surfaces
−n
f (Sn ) converge uniformly to E cs as n → ∞. Under the appropriate
topology, the surfaces f −n (Sn ) themselves converge to a S
surface tangent to

E cs and one can show that this limit surface is equal to x∈γ W s (x).

The main technical core of the paper [BuI] deals with the construction of
the collection of complete surfaces by making use of the previous proposition.
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Using Proposition 4.5 we know that given a center curve, one can saturate
by strong stable manifolds in order to obtain a surface tangent to E cs . Notice
that the size of such a surface for a given size of center curve is uniform.
By this we mean that we can construct a uniform sized patch around each
point of the center curve (given by the fact that the bundles have uniformly
bounded angles).
The main difficulties are the following:
(1) one cannot ensure that the saturation of a (complete) center curve
is complete with the induced topology,
(2) if one considers all center curves one would get an f -invariant collection of surfaces, but they might topologically cross; alternatively,
one could consider only one center curve at each point so that the
elements of the collection do not cross, but f -invariance becomes
more difficult to establish.
The proof uses the orientation of E u and the fact that Df preserves this
orientation. This allows one to choose, for each point, its lowermost local
surface tangent to E cs and one will get both non-crossing and f -invariance.
Let us elaborate a bit on this. Suppose σ is a small disk transverse to
both E s and E cs and with p in the interior of the disk. Let Eσ denote the
intersection of E cs with the tangent bundle T σ. This intersection is a line
field on the disk, and the orientation of E c gives an orientation to Eσ . With
respect to this orientation, we may consider forward and backward curves
tangent to Eσ . The orientation of E u gives a transverse orientation to E cs
which in turn gives a transverse orientation to Eσ . Viewing Eσ as roughly
horizontal, the transverse orientation gives a notion of “up” and “down”
on the disk, and we may consider the lowest forward
curve γ starting at p
S
and tangent to Eσ . By Proposition 4.5, S := x∈γ W s (x) is an immersed
surface tangent to E cs . This surface may not be complete; it has a boundary
consisting of stable leaves.
Consider now a point p̂ ∈ ∂S and a small immersed disk σ̂ containing p̂
and transverse to E s and E cs . Similar to before, define an oriented line field
Eσ̂ and let γ̂ be the lowest forward curve tangent
Eσ̂ . If γ̂ ⊂ S, there is
S
s
nothing to do at p̂. Otherwise, define Ŝ := x∈γ̂ W (x) and glue S to Ŝ in
order construct a larger surface tangent to E cs .
Continuing in this way, one builds a surface Sp,0 tangent to E cs such that
∂Sp,0 consists of stable curves and the orientation of E c points into Sp,0 at
all points on the boundary. The surface Sp,0 depends only on the point p
and the oriented bundles E c , E s , and E u . In particular, it does not depend
on the various choices of disks and points σ, p̂, σ̂, et cetera that occur in the
construction. Since E c points into Sp,0 , there is a uniform lower bound on
the distance between points lying on distinct components of the boundary.
If p, q ∈ M , then the surfaces Sp,0 and Sq,0 do not topologically cross. This
follows from the method of construction, though the proof is not immediate.
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Since the partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism f preserves the subbundles
E c , E s , and E u and their orientations, it follows that f (Sp,0 ) = Sf (p),0 .
Now consider p and σ as before and let γ1 be a backward curve starting
at p and tangent to Eσ . Further, assume γ1 is the highest possible curve
which does not topologically cross Sq,0 for any q ∈ M . Attach the surface
S
s
x∈γ1 W (x) to Sp,0 . Continuing in this way by attaching the stable saturates of highest backward curves, one builds a surface Sp,1 ⊃ Sp,0 so that the
orientation of E c now points away from Sp,1 at all points on the boundary.
If p, q ∈ M , then Sp,1 and Sq,1 do not topologically cross.
By alternating between forward and backward curves and at each step
taking care not to cross a surface constructed in a previous step, one builds
a nested sequence of surfaces Sp,k which in the limit as k → ∞ yields a
complete immersed surface through the point p. We refer the reader to
[BuI, Sections 4–6] for more details.
Finally, let us mention that it is proven in [BuI, Lemma 7.1] that the
collection can be chosen to satisfy that if xn → x and Ln are surfaces of the
collection through xn , then the sequence Ln converges to a surface L in the
collection.
4.4. Pulling leaves apart. We give here an indication of the proof of Theorem 4.4. The idea is to flow leaves by a small amount depending on the
point and the leaf in order to “separate them”. Of course, it is essential that
leaves do not cross in order that this will work.
This can be done without problem in the core of a coordinate chart where
we may consider a branching foliation on the unit cube [0, 1]3 ⊂ R3 where
each leaf is the graph of a function [0, 1]2 → R. The condition that leaves
do not topologically cross implies that if two leaves are given by the graphs
of φ and ψ, then one of the inequalities φ ≤ ψ or ψ ≤ φ holds pointwise for
all (x, y) ∈ [0, 1]2 . Thus, the leaves are a totally ordered set. Properties of
ordered sets imply that we may associate to each leaf a number t ∈ [0, 1]
such that if graph(φt ) is the leaf associated to t, then
φs ≤ φt

if and only if

s ≤ t.

Now take δ > 0 and define functions φ̂t (x, y) = φt (x, y) + δt. This family of
functions has the stronger property that
φ̂s < φ̂t

if and only if

s < t.

The resulting graphs are therefore pairwise disjoint and form a true foliation.
This solves the problem locally.
To solve the problem globally, cover M with a finite number of foliation
charts and perform this procedure in each chart in parallel, using a partition
of unity to make the result continuous and taking care to ensure that changes
in one chart are small enough that they do not cause problems in other
charts. See [BuI, Section 7] for details.
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The above sketch implicitly used the following property of branching foliations.
Proposition 4.6. If the leaves of a branching foliation are pairwise disjoint,
then the branching foliation is a true foliation.
See the discussion in [BoW, Remark 1.10] for further details. For the
classification results in this survey, this property will allow us to establish
dynamical coherence as a step towards leaf conjugacy.
4.5. Dynamical coherence. Integrability of E cs = E s ⊕ E c and E cu =
E c ⊕ E u into f -invariant foliations is called dynamical coherence as introduced in the first section of this survey (see also [BuW]). It is unknown
in general if transitive partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms in dimension
3 are dynamically coherent. There exist non-transitive examples of nondynamically coherent partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms [RHRHU3 ].
We refer the reader to [CRHRHU] for a survey on this problem in 3dimensional manifolds. In this survey, integrability of the bundles appears
as a step in the quest for showing leaf conjugacy to the known models.
As a consequence of Proposition 4.6 we have:
Corollary 4.7. For a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism f on a compact
3-manifold, if the leaves of F cs are pairwise disjoint and the leaves of F cu
are pairwise disjoint, then f is dynamically coherent.

5. Reebless foliations
In the case of a strongly partially hyperbolic system, the tangent space
T M splits into three subbundles, each of dimension at least one. The manifold M must therefore have dimension at least three. For a long time, this
was the only known obstruction; it was an open question whether every
manifold M with dim M ≥ 3 supported a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism.
This was finally answered by Brin, Burago, and Ivanov, who used the
branching foliations described in Section 4 to show the following.
Theorem 5.1. There are no partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms on the
3-sphere.
The proof relies on the theory of compact leaves and Reeb components
developed by Novikov [No]. We give a brief overview of this theory and refer
the reader to [CC] for a detailed treatment.
First, consider an annulus S1 ×[0, 1] constructed by identifying the left and
right sides of a square. On this annulus, consider a foliation as in Figure 2
with two circle leaves on the boundary and where all other leaves are lines.
Finally, rotate S1 × [0, 1] around the axis S1 × 21 to construct a solid torus
S1 × D2 . The resulting two dimensional foliation has the boundary as a
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Figure 2. A construction of a Reeb component.
compact leaf and all other leaves are topological planes. The solid torus
equipped with this foliation is called a Reeb component.
Suppose M is a 3-manifold and F a two-dimensional foliation on M . If
there is a solid torus R ⊂ M such that the foliation F restricted to R is
equivalent to the construction above, then R is a Reeb component for F. The
embedding i : ∂R ֒→ M induces a homomorphism i∗ : π1 (∂R) → π1 (M ).
Since the embedding factors as a composition ∂R ֒→ R ֒→ M , it is easy to
see that i∗ is not injective. Novikov proved the much more difficult converse.
Theorem 5.2. Suppose F is a two-dimensional foliation of a 3-manifold.
If there is a leaf L such that π1 (L) → π1 (M ) is not injective, then F has a
Reeb component.
This was originally proved for smooth foliations and later extended to the
case by Solodov [So].
Call a foliation Reebless if it has no Reeb components. The above results
then say that a foliation is Reebless if and only if every leaf is π1 -injectively
immersed in M .
C0

Proposition 5.3. Suppose F is a two-dimensional foliation and W a transverse one-dimensional foliation on a 3-manifold. If F has a Reeb component,
then W has a compact leaf.
Idea of proof. Assume W is orientable, so that there is a flow whose orbits
are exactly the leaves of W. Suppose F has a Reeb component R and assume
on the boundary of R that the direction of the flow is pointing into the solid
torus. Then any orbit which enters R cannot leave R. With some work, one
can show that there a compact disk lying inside a leaf in R to which every
orbit of the flow returns. The Brouwer fixed point theorem then implies the
flow has a periodic orbit.

Novikov also established a form of converse to Proposition 5.3. Given
a foliation F, call a circle S ⊂ M a transverse contractible cycle if is it
contractible (that is, homotopic in M to a constant path) and transverse
to F. (While the original S is transverse to F, the circles in the homotopy
need not be.)
Proposition 5.4. A Reebless foliation has no transverse contractible cycle.
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For the remainder of the section, we consider foliations for the specific
case of a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism f on a 3-manifold M . Let W u
be the unstable foliation. Recall that Proposition 4.2 implies that W u has
no circle leaves.
By Theorems 4.3 and 4.4, assume F cs is a branching foliation approximated by a true foliation Fǫcs . Take ǫ small enough that Fǫcs is transverse
to W u . Proposition 5.3 and Proposition 4.2 immediately give the following.
Proposition 5.5. The foliation Fǫcs is Reebless.
Let M̃ be the universal cover of M . As Fǫcs is a true foliation, lifting it
to a foliation F̃ǫcs on M̃ is straightforward. To lift the branching foliation,
let hǫ : M → M be the map which takes leaves of Fǫcs to leaves of F cs . Lift
hǫ to h̃ǫ : M̃ → M̃ . Then the leaves of F̃ cs are exactly the surfaces of the
form h̃ǫ (L̃) where L̃ ∈ F̃ǫcs .
Proposition 5.6. Every leaf of F̃ǫcs is a plane.
Idea of proof. Suppose L̃ is a leaf of F̃ǫcs and γ̃ is a closed path in L̃. Let
L and γ be their projections in M . Since γ̃ is contractible in M̃ , γ is contractible in M . By Theorem 5.2, γ is also contractible in L. The homotopy
in L taking γ to a point lifts to a homotopy in L̃ taking γ̃ to a point. This
shows that L̃ is simply connected.
The surface L̃ is then either a plane or a 2-sphere. The map h̃ǫ restricts
to a homeomorphism between L̃ and a leaf of Fǫcs . This leaf h̃ǫ (L̃) has a
splitting E c ⊕ E s of its tangent bundle and therefore cannot be a sphere. 
Palmeira [Pal] showed that if a simply connected d-manifold M̃ is foliated
by planes of dimension d − 1, then M̃ is homeomorphic to Rd . Thus in the
current setting, M̃ must be homeomorphic to R3 . Due to its importance,
we state this as a self-contained theorem.
Theorem 5.7. If a 3-manifold supports a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism, its universal cover is homeomorphic to R3 .
Though F cs may have branching, in many ways it behaves like a Reebless
foliation.
Proposition 5.8. There is no contractible cycle transverse to F cs .
Idea of proof. Suppose γ is a transverse cycle. The angle between γ and F cs
is bounded away from zero, say by δ > 0. Take the approximation Fǫcs with
ǫ < δ. Then γ is also transverse to F cs and therefore not contractible. 
This implies a uniqueness property for intersections on the universal cover.
Proposition 5.9. A leaf of F̃ cs intersects a leaf of W̃ u in at most one point.
Idea of proof. Suppose x ∈ L ∈ F̃ cs and that W̃ u (x) intersects L at a point
y 6= x. A new path can be constructed by following W̃ u (x) from x to a point
z just before y, and then connecting z to x by a path which stays close to L
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y
z
x

Figure 3. If an unstable leaf intersects a leaf of F̃ cs in distinct points x and y, a transverse cycle may be constructed.
and which is everywhere transverse to L. See Figure 3. The result is a cycle
in M̃ transverse to F̃ cs . This projects down to a transverse contractible
cycle in M .

Corollary 5.10. Each leaf L of F̃ cs is a properly embedded plane which
splits M̃ into two half spaces.
Idea of proof. If L is not properly embedded, it accumulates at a point x ∈
M̃ and intersects the unstable leaf through x in infinitely many points. 
Proposition 5.9 implies that different segments of the same unstable leaf
must stay a certain distance away from each other. This notion may be
stated quantitatively. For a subset X ⊂ M̃ , let U1 (X) be the neighborhood of all points at distance at most 1 from X. That is, y ∈ U1 (X) if
inf x∈X d(x, y) < 1.
Lemma 5.11. There is C > 0 such that if J ⊂ M̃ is an unstable curve,
then
volume(U1 (J)) > C length(J).
Idea of proof. For an unstable segment J, define U1cs (J) as those points x ∈
U1 (J) such that L ∩ J 6= ∅ for every leaf L ∈ F̃ cs with x ∈ L. Since E cs
and E u are transverse, one can find δ > 0 such that volume U1cs (J) > δ for
all unstable curves J of length exactly one.
If length(J) > n for some integer n, there are pairwise disjoint subcurves
J1 , . . . , Jn each of length one. By Proposition 5.9, the sets U1cs (J1 ), . . . , U1cs (Jn )
are pairwise disjoint which implies that volume U1 (J) > δn.

If J ⊂ M̃ is an unstable curve, then the length f˜n (J) grows exponentially
fast. If the universal cover M̃ is “small” in some geometric sense, then this
is only possible if the action f∗ on π1 (M ) exhibits some form of partial
hyperbolicity. To give an idea of this, we prove a simple result on T3 .
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Proposition 5.12. If f : T3 → T3 is partially hyperbolic, then f∗ : π1 (T3 ) →
π1 (T3 ) is not the identity.
Idea of proof. Suppose f∗ is the identity. Then, f lifts to a map f˜ : R3 → R3
which is a finite distance from the identity map on R3 . There is c > 0 such
that if B(r) ⊂ R3 denotes the ball of radius r, then f˜n (B(r)) ⊂ B(r + cn)
for all n ≥ 0. Take an unstable segment J ⊂ B(r). Then,
volume U1 (f˜n (J)) ≤ volume B(r + cn + 1)
which grows at most polynomially in n. Since length f˜n (J) grows exponentially, Lemma 5.11 gives a contradiction.

Since π1 (T3 ) ∼
= Z3 , the homomorphism f∗ may be regarded as a 3 × 3
1
matrix with eigenvalues λi ordered by |λ1 | ≤ |λ2 | ≤ |λ3 |. Then lim kf∗n k n =
|λ3 | by Gelfand’s formula and the above proof can be adapted to show that
|λ3 | > 1. A similar study of f −1 shows that |λ1 | < 1. This is explored in
more detail in Sections 9 and 10.
6. Interlude: weak partial hyperbolicity
The arguments in the previous section all involved the one-dimensional
unstable foliation W u and the two-dimensional branching foliation F cs .
Once we established the existence of the branching foliation F cs , the finer
splitting E cs = E c ⊕ E s was not directly used. One could therefore ask if
the arguments also apply to weakly partially hyperbolic systems. Indeed,
the following holds.
Proposition 6.1. Let f : M → M be a weakly partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism with a splitting of the form T M = E c ⊕ E u where dim E c = 2
and dim E u = 1. Further, suppose there is a foliation F transverse to E u .
Then:
(1) the universal cover M̃ is R3 ,
(2) the leaves of the lifted foliation F̃ are all planes, and
(3) each leaf of W̃ u intersects each leaf of F̃ at most once.
This was used in [Pot] to study dynamical coherence of weakly partially
hyperbolic diffeomorphisms isotopic to a linear Anosov automorphism of
T3 (and extended in [FPS] to higher dimensions). The notion of almost
dynamical coherence was used there to refer to the existence of a foliation
F transverse to E u as in the proposition.
The problem is that in the weakly partially hyperbolic setting, we have
no tools at present to find such a foliation F.
Question 6.2. Let f : M → M be a weakly partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism with a splitting of the form T M = E c ⊕ E u where dim E c = 2 and
dim E u = 1. Is there a branching foliation tangent to E c ? Is there a true
foliation transverse to E u ?
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It is not clear even locally if there exist small surfaces tangent to E cs .
Some progress in this direction has been obtained by Luzzatto, Turelli and
War [LTW] continuing the work in [Ha2 ] and recently improvements have
been announced by Turelli and War.
If there always exists a transverse foliation F as in Proposition 6.1, it
would imply that any 3-manifold which supports a robustly transitive diffeomorphism must also support a Reebless foliation. That would definitively
answer the following long standing open question.
Question 6.3. Does S3 support a robustly transitive diffeomorphism?
In the measure-preserving setting, one can also ask if S3 supports a stably
ergodic diffeomorphism, a question which is also wide open.
One can consider even weaker forms of Df -invariant structures and make
an attempt at classification. One such invariant structure occurs for nonuniformly hyperbolic systems. In this case, the splitting of the tangent bundle is only measurable instead of continuous. Therefore it does not impose
much restrictions on the topology of the underlying manifolds, and indeed,
it is shown in [DoP] that every compact manifold admits a conservative
non-uniformly hyperbolic diffeomorphism.
Another case is a dominated splitting where the tangent bundle has a
Df -invariant splitting T M = E ⊕ F such that
||Df n u|| < 21 ||Df n v||
for some n ≥ 1 and all x ∈ M and unit vectors u ∈ Ex and v ∈ Fx .
In comparison to weak partial hyperbolicity, a dominating splitting puts no
conditions of uniform expansion or contraction on either E or F . Gourmelon
and Potrie are currently preparing a complete classification of the dynamics
and structure of diffeomorphisms of surfaces admitting global dominated
splittings [GP] which builds on the work of Pujals and Sambarino who have
studied in great detail the dynamics of surface diffeomorphisms whose limit
set admits a dominated splitting [PujS].
7. Classification of foliations in certain 3-dimensional
manifolds
7.1. Compact leaves. In the partially hyperbolic context, we mostly consider invariant foliations without compact leaves. This is due to the following
work of Rodriguez Hertz, Rodriguez Hertz, and Ures [RHRHU2 ].
Theorem 7.1. Suppose f is a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism of a compact 3-manifold M and there is a compact surface tangent to E cs . Then:
(1) there is a periodic 2-torus T = f k (T ) tangent to E cs ,
(2) the map f k |T is isotopic to an Anosov diffeomorphism on T , and
(3) (up to finite cover) M either is the 3-torus or the suspension of an
Anosov diffeomorphism.
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The torus T is a specific case of an Anosov torus, a concept covered in
detail in [CRHRHU] and so we do not focus on its properties here.
7.2. Almost parallel foliations. Foliations F1 and F2 on a manifold M
are equivalent if there is a homeomorphism h : M → M such that L is a leaf
of F1 if and only if h(L) is a leaf of F2 . When the foliations are C r smooth
for r ≥ 2, equivalence is a natural notion to use. For instance, the following
holds for foliations on surfaces.
Proposition 7.2. Let W be a C 2 foliation without compact leaves defined
on T2 . Then, W is equivalent to a foliation by lines of constant irrational
slope.
If W is only C 1 , the result does not hold, due to foliations with exceptional
minimal sets as discovered by Denjoy. For partially hyperbolic systems, the
foliations under study are typically C 0 foliations with C 1 leaves.
To analyse these foliations, it has turned out to be useful to consider a
weaker equivalence of foliations without compact leaves [Pot, HaP, HaP2 ].
Two (branching) foliations F1 and F2 of M̃ are almost parallel if there exists
K > 0 such that:
• for every L1 ∈ F1 there exists L2 ∈ F2 such that dH (L1 , L2 ) ≤ K,
• for every L2 ∈ F2 there exists L1 ∈ F1 such that dH (L1 , L2 ) ≤ K.
Here, dH denotes the Hausdorff distance between closed subsets of M̃
with a metric obtained by lifting the metric of M to the universal cover.
Note that “almost parallel” is an equivalence relation, but the word
“equivalent” is reserved for the stronger notion defined above.
Proposition 7.3. Let W be a C 0 foliation without compact leaves defined on
T2 . Then, W is almost parallel to a foliation by lines of constant irrational
slope.
We leave this as an exercise to the reader.
7.3. Foliations in 3-manifolds with solvable fundamental group.
Plante classified the possible C 2 Reebless foliations in 3-manifolds with solvable fundamental group [Pl]. Adapting parts of the proofs, we established
a weaker result for C 0 branching foliations [HaP, Appendix B]. See also
[BrBI2 , Pot, HaP2 ]. To state the result, we introduce the notion of a model
foliation.
First, consider a linear two-dimensional foliation on R3 . That is, a foliation by geometric planes. Restrict this foliation to R2 × [0, 1] and quotient
by the lattice Z2 × {0} to produce a linear foliation F on T2 × [0, 1]. Let F0
and F1 denote the restrictions of F to the boundary components T2 × {0}
and T2 × {1} Now consider a linear map ϕ : T2 → T2 and identify (v, 1)
with (ϕ(v), 0) to produce the suspension manifold Mϕ . If ϕ maps F0 to F1 ,
then the linear foliation F yields a foliation Fϕ on the Mϕ . We call such
a foliation Fϕ a model foliation. In the special case that ϕ is the identity,
M = T3 and the model foliations are precisely the linear foliations.
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Theorem 7.4. Suppose that F is a (branching) foliation on a compact 3manifold with solvable fundamental group and that F has no compact leaves.
Then, (up to finite cover) M is a torus bundle over a circle and F is almost
parallel to a model foliation.
Some classification results also hold for Reebless foliations in other families
of 3-manifolds. See the books [CC, Cal] for comprehensive treatments of
foliation theory in dimension 3 and beyond. Section 13 states some results
for Reebless foliations on Seifert spaces and applies these to the study of
partial hyperbolicity on such manifolds.
8. Leaf conjugacy in certain 3-manifolds
We give a broad outline of how to establish a leaf conjugacy such that all
of the results for the 3-torus and other nilmanifolds and solvmanifolds follow
roughly the same blueprint. The fact that the these different classification
results can be fit into the same framework gives hope that some of the
techniques will also apply to other partially hyperbolic systems.
Given a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism f on a 3-manifold M , the first
step is to use properties of the geometry of M to characterize the action
f∗ : π1 (M ) → π1 (M ) on the fundamental group. From this, construct a
diffeomorphism g : M → M which is algebraic and such that f∗ = g∗ . Then,
use the information about f∗ to show that g is partially hyperbolic.
Since the universal cover M̃ is homeomorphic to R3 , results in algebraic
topology imply that f and g are homotopic [Hat, Proposition 1B.9]. Lift
f and g to diffeomorphisms f˜ and g̃ which are at finite distance from each
other; that is,
sup d(f˜(x), g̃(x)) < ∞.
x∈M̃

Theorem 4.3 implies that there is a Reebless branching foliation F cs tangent to E cs on M and invariant by f . Lift F cs to a branching foliation F̃ cs
on M̃ . By Theorem 7.4, there is a model foliation A with lift Ã such that
F̃ cs is almost parallel to Ã.
Now consider a leaf L ∈ Ã. It lies a finite distance from a leaf L ∈ F̃ cs .
Then f˜(L) ∈ F̃ cs lies a finite distance from g̃(L). Using the definition of
almost parallel, this implies that g̃(L) is a finite distance from a leaf of
Ã. In other words, g̃(Ã) is almost parallel to Ã. This further restricts the
possibilities for Ã.
Using techniques specific to the manifold, show that Ã is equal to the
center-stable foliation Ãcs associated to g̃. This establishes that F̃ cs is almost parallel to Ãcs . Similarly, show that F̃ cu is almost parallel to the
center-unstable foliation Ãcu of g̃.
Our final goal is to construct a homeomorphism h : M → M homotopic
to the identity which is a leaf conjugacy between f and g. Note that if such a
map h exists, it lifts to a map h̃ : M̃ → M̃ which is a finite distance from the
identity. Consider p ∈ M̃ and let L ∈ Ãcs be the leaf which passes through
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h̃(p). The fact that h̃ is a leaf conjugacy implies that h̃f˜k (p) ∈ g̃ k (L) for all
k ∈ Z. Then,
sup dist(f˜k (p), g̃ k (L)) ≤ sup d(f˜k (p), h̃(f˜k (p)) < ∞.
k∈Z

k∈Z

Since we do not have the leaf conjugacy h in advance, we run this reasoning
backwards. That is, we establish that for every p ∈ M̃ there is exactly one
leaf L ∈ Ãcs which satisfies supk∈Z dist(f˜k (p), L) < ∞. This then defines a
map H cs : M̃ → Ãcs by setting H cs (p) equal to L.
One must further show that the leaves of F̃ cs are the fibers of H cs . Since
the fibers of H cs are disjoint, this implies that F̃ cs is a true foliation. Further,
it is the unique invariant foliation, since the definition of H cs does not depend
on the choice of F̃ cs .
Similar reasoning gives a map H cu : M̃ → Ãcu . Assuming each leaf of
Ãcs intersects each leaf of Ãcu in exactly one center leaf, these two maps
combine to give H : M̃ → Ãc where H(x) = H cs (x) ∩ H cu (x).
Thus, each point of x is mapped to a center leaf H(x) of g̃ in such a
way that H is constant on center leaves of f˜. The final step is to define a
homeomorphism h̃ : M̃ → M̃ such that h̃(x) ∈ H(x) for all x ∈ M̃ and in
such a way that h̃ quotients down to a homeomorphism h : M → M on the
original compact manifold. This h will be the desired leaf conjugacy.
The original papers have three very different methods for constructing h̃
from H. With the goal of unifying these three proofs as much as possible, we
show that the averaging technique used in [HaP2 ] can be used in all of the
cases. This averaging method is due to Fuller [Fu], who used it to study cross
sections of flows. Others have employed the same technique [Ve, Ghy, Gr]
and it appears to have been independently discovered multiple times.
Suppose there is a smooth projection P : M̃ → R with the following
properties.
(1) For any L ∈ Ãc , P |L is a C 1 diffeomorphism.
(2) There is T > 0, such that if x and y are on the same center leaf L
of f˜ and their distance dc (x, y) measured along L is exactly T , then
|P (x) − P (y)| > 1.
(3) There is a homomorphism τ : π1 (M ) → R such that
P γ(x) = P (x) + τ (x)
for all x ∈ M̃ and γ ∈ π1 (M ).
Now consider L ∈ W̃ c and let α : R → L be a function which parameterizes
L by arc length. For x ∈ L, let s = α−1 (x) and define h̃(x) ∈ H(L) by the
condition
Z
1 T
P α(s + t) dt.
P h̃(x) =
T 0
This defines a homeomorphism from L to H(L) which is independent of
the choice of α. When the same construction is performed for every leaf
in W̃ c the result is a leaf conjugacy h̃ : M̃ → M̃ . The existence of the
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homomorphism τ implies that h̃ commutes with every deck transformation,
and therefore descends to a leaf conjugacy on the compact manifold M .
The next four sections discuss steps to establish leaf conjugacy which are
unique to the manifolds under study.
9. Euclidean geometry, not isotopic to Anosov
Let f : T3 → T3 be partially hyperbolic. Then f lifts to f˜ : R3 → R3
and f˜ is a finite distance from a linear map A : R3 → R3 . Let λi be the
eigenvalues of A ordered so that |λ1 | ≤ |λ2 | ≤ |λ3 |. In this section, we
consider the case |λ2 | = 1 and give an outline of the proof of Theorem 2.2
in this setting.
Replacing f by an iterate if necessary, we assume that all of the eigenvalues are positive. As noted at the end of Section 5, the eigenvalues satisfy
λ1 < 1 < λ3 .
If F is a Reebless branching foliation in T3 , then F̃ is almost parallel
to a linear foliation, that is, the translates of a plane. If A(F̃) is almost
parallel to F̃, then this plane is invariant and is therefore the span of two
eigenspaces of A. Denote the possible linear foliations as Ãus , Ãcu , and Ãcs
corresponding to the partially hyperbolic splitting of A. We consider the
three possibilities in turn.
Proposition 9.1. If F̃ cs is almost parallel to Ãus , then F cs contains a
compact leaf.
Since Theorem 2.2 assumes no compact leaves, this eliminates one of the
possibilities.
Idea of proof. Since λ2 = 1, there is a rank-2 subgroup Γ ⊂ π1 (T3 ) corres ⊕ E u . Take any L ∈ F̃ cs . By Corollary 5.10, L splits R3
sponding to EA
A
S
into two half spaces L+ and L− . Consider the union γ∈Γ γ(L+ ). Since F̃ cs
is almost parallel to Ãus , this union is not the entire space R3 and therefore
has a non-empty boundary. Each component of this boundary is a leaf of
F̃ cs which is invariant under Γ and therefore quotients down to a 2-torus
embedded in T3 .

Lemma 9.2. F̃ cu is not almost parallel to Ãcs .
Idea of proof. Consider a coordinate system on R3 such that A is given by
A(x, y, z) = (λ1 x, λ3 y, z).
This change of coordinates affects volumes and distances in R3 by at most
a constant factor. Consider the cube X = [−1, 1] × [−1, 1] × [−1, 1]. As f˜ is
a bounded distance from A, one can show that there is C > 1 such that
f˜n (X) ⊂ [−C, C] × [−(λ3 + C)n , (λ3 + C)n ] × [−Cn, Cn].
for all n > 0. Now suppose J is an unstable curve inside X. If F̃ cu is almost
parallel to Ãcs , then each f˜n (J) lies in an R-neighbourhood of a leaf of Ãcs .
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This means there is a sequence {yn } such that
f˜n (J) ⊂ [−C, C] × [yn − R, yn + R] × [−Cn, Cn].
As the volume of this box grows only linearly in n, Lemma 5.11 gives a
contradiction.

This last proof is a specific case of the idea of confining an unstable
segment of f˜ to the R-neighbourhood of a leaf of a model foliation and
using Lemma 5.11 to derive a contradiction. This technique occurs many
times in the proofs of the classification results and we refer to it as the
“length versus volume” argument.
Analogously, F̃ cs is not almost parallel to Ãcu and therefore F̃ cs is almost
parallel to Ãcs . By employing the semiconjugacy of Franks (Theorem 3.1),
one can show that there is a map H cs : R3 → Ãcs defined by the property
that H cs (p) is the unique leaf of Ãcs for which
sup dist(f˜n (p), An H cs (p)) < ∞.
n∈Z

This map is continuous, surjective, and commutes with deck transformations. Further, the supremum above is bounded by a constant S independent
of p.
The most important property of H cs is that its fibers are exactly the leaves
of F̃ cs . To see this, first suppose points p and q lie on the same leaf L ∈ F̃ cs .
By the definition of almost parallel, f˜n (L) lies in the R-neighbourhood of a
leaf Ln ∈ Acs and therefore
dist(H cs f˜n (p), Ln ) ≤ dist(H cs f˜n (p), f˜n (p)) + dist(f˜n (p), Ln ) < S + R.
The same inequality holds with q in place of p and so
dist(An H cs (p), An H cs (q)) = dist(H cs f˜n (p), H cs f˜n (q)) < 2(S + R).
Then
dist(H cs (p), H cs (q)) < 2(S + R)λ−n
3
which in the limit n → ∞ implies H cs (p) = H cs (q).
Now suppose distinct leaves L, L′ ∈ F̃ cs are both mapped by H cs to
L ∈ Ãcs . A priori, L and L′ could be disjoint or, in the case of a branching
foliation, could intersect without being equal. Either way, the region between L and L′ has non-empty interior U and H cs (p) = L for every point
p ∈ U . Let J be an unstable curve in U . Every point in f˜n (J) is mapped
to An (L). A minor adaptation of the proof of Lemma 9.2 then gives a
contradiction.
Thus the fibers of H cs are disjoint surfaces and form a true, non-branching
foliation tangent to Efcs . Since the definition of H cs did not depend on F cs ,
this invariant foliation is unique.
A similar construction holds for H cu : R3 → Ãcu The product H =
H cs × H cu yields a homeomorphism between the space of center leaves of f˜
and those of A. Let P : R3 → R be a linear map transverse to the center
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direction of A. Using this P , the averaging method of Fuller described in
Section 8 gives the leaf conjugacy.
10. Euclidean geometry, isotopic to Anosov
Let f : T3 → T3 be partially hyperbolic. Then f lifts to f˜ : R3 → R3 and
˜
f is a finite distance from a linear map A : R3 → R3 .
Let λi be the eigenvalues of A ordered so that |λ1 | ≤ |λ2 | ≤ |λ3 |. In
contrast to Section 9, we now discuss the proof of Theorem 2.2 for the case
|λ2 | =
6 1. Up to replacing f by its inverse, assume |λ2 | > 1
Lemma 10.1. The eigenvalues λi are real and distinct.
Idea of proof. Assume λ2 and λ3 are complex. Then there is a unique Ainvariant two-dimensional subspace P ⊂ R3 and A−1 |P is a contraction.
By this uniqueness, F̃ cs is almost parallel to the translates of P . One can
then consider a stable arc J and use the contraction of A−1 |P in a length
versus volume argument to get a contradiction. Thus, the λi are real. Algebraic properties of SL(3, Z) imply that the eigenvalues are distinct (see for
example [Hun, Definition V.3.10] and the remark that follows).1

There are exactly three linear foliations with property that A(Ã) is almost
parallel to Ã. These are the foliations Ãcs , Ãcu , and Ãus corresponding to
the partially hyperbolic splitting. Descending to the compact manifold, Acs ,
Acu , and Aus are foliations of T3 by planes.
Proposition 10.2. Let F be a two-dimensional (branching) foliation on
T3 and W a transverse one-dimensional foliation. Suppose A is a linear
foliation by planes such that the lifts F̃ and Ã are almost parallel. Then
(1) F is a (branching) foliation by planes;
(2) the lifted foliations F̃ and W̃ have global product structure; that is,
each leaf of F̃ intersects each leaf of W̃ in exactly one point; and
(3) there are R > 1 and a closed cone E ⊂ R3 such that
kp − qk > R

⇒

p−q ∈E

for any points p and q lying on the same leaf of W̃. Moreover, any
line E ⊂ E is transverse to Ã.
Idea of proof. If F were not a foliation by planes, there would be L ∈ F̃
and γ ∈ π1 (T3 ) such that γ(L) = L. One can then show that L does not lie
in an R-neighbourhood of any L ∈ Ã. If every leaf of a foliation is simply
1An elementary proof is as follows.

Suppose A ∈ SL(3, Z) has irrational eigenvalues
λ1 = λ2 < λ3 counted with multiplicity. Irrationality implies that det(xI − A) is the
minimal polynomial for the λi . Using λ21 λ3 = det(A) = 1 and 2λ1 + λ3 = T where T ∈ Z
is the trace of A, observe that 2λ31 − T λ21 + 1 = 0. Uniqueness of the minimal polynomial
implies that det(xI − A) = x3 − T2 x2 + 12 which is impossible for a matrix with integer
entries. Thanks goes to M. Coons for aiding in this proof.
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connected, the foliation is without holonomy and global product structure
follows from results in foliation theory (see [Pot]).
The third item can be proved using global product structure and the
definition of almost parallel.

Let H : R3 → R3 be the lifted semiconjugacy of Franks (Theorem 3.1).
It is a finite distance from the identity and satisfies H f˜ = AH.
Lemma 10.3. F̃ cu is almost parallel to Ãcu .
Idea of proof. Let Ã be the linear foliation almost parallel to F̃ cu . Note that
q ∈ W̃ s (p) ⇒
lim kH f˜n (q) − H f˜n (p)k = 0
n→∞

⇒
⇒

lim kAn H(q) − An H(p)k = 0

n→∞

s
H(q) − H(p) ∈ EA

s is the eigenspace associated to λ . By Proposition 10.2, E s is
where EA
1
A
contained in a cone E s transverse to Ã. Hence, Ã = Ãcu as that is the only
s.
linear A-invariant foliation transverse to EA


Lemma 10.4. F̃ cs is almost parallel to Ãcs .
Idea of proof. First, suppose F̃ cs is almost parallel to Ãcu . Then, the same
argument as in the proof of Lemma 10.1 gives a contradiction
Next, suppose F̃ cs is almost parallel to Ãus and let E c be the cone transverse to Ãus from Proposition 10.2. If q ∈ W̃ u (p), then f˜n (p) − f˜n (q) ∈ E c
for large positive n. Then,

H(f˜n (p)) − H(f˜n (q)) = An H(p) − An H(q) = An H(p) − H(q)

u as n → ∞. This is only possible if H(p) − H(q) ∈
is bounded away from EA
c
s
EA ⊕ EA .
s.
The previous proof showed that if q ∈ W̃ s (p), then H(p) − H(q) ∈ EA
cs
−1
Thus for any leaf L ∈ Ã , H (L) is saturated by both the stable and
unstable leaves of f˜. This is a non-generic property. By perturbing f in
the space of C 1 diffeomorphisms, we may assume that f is accessible and
consequently that X = R3 is the only non-empty subset X ⊂ R3 which is
saturated by both stable and unstable leaves of f˜. This gives a contradiction.
As Ãcu and Ãus have been eliminated, the only remaining possibility is
that F̃ cs is almost parallel to Ãcs .


Using Lemma 10.4 and the properties of H, one can show that for any
L ∈ F̃ cs the image H(L) is equal as a subset of R3 to a leaf of Ãcs . Suppose
distinct leaves L, L′ ∈ F̃ cs satisfy H(L) = H(L′ ). By the global product structure given by Proposition 10.2, there is an unstable curve J with
endpoints p ∈ L and q ∈ L′ . For large positive n, f˜n (p) − f˜n (q) ∈ E u
where E u is a cone transverse to Ãcs given by Proposition 10.2. Therefore,
cs as n → ∞ giving a contradicH f˜n (p) − H f˜n (q) is bounded away from EA
tion.
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This shows that H defines a bijection between the leaves of F̃ cs and those
of Ãcs . A similar result holds for F̃ cu and the remaining steps for establishing
the leaf conjugacy are exactly as for the systems considered in Section 9.
11. Nil geometry
We next consider the proof of Theorem 2.2 for 3-manifolds with Nil geometry. These are non-trivial circle bundles over T2 . As the bundle is
non-trivial, there cannot be a horizontal surface. Because of this property,
all leaves of a Reebless foliation are vertical. In some ways, this makes
these manifolds simpler to study than T3 even though the geometry is more
difficult to visualize.
To give a precise description of the Reebless foliations, we first look at
the universal cover. Define Heisenberg space H as the nilpotent Lie group
consisting of matrices of the form


1 x z
0 1 y  .
0 0 1
In this section, we write the above element as (x, y, z) ∈ H for brevity. Every
compact 3-manifold with Nil geometry can be defined as the quotient of H
by a discrete subgroup. Let N be such a manifold.
Let π : H → R be of the form π(x, y, z) = ax + by for some non-zero
(a, b) ∈ R2 . The level sets of π define a foliation Ãπ of H by planes which
quotients down to a foliation Aπ on N .
Proposition 11.1. If F is a Reebless foliation on N , its lift F̃ is almost
parallel to Ãπ for some π.
This is a restatement of Theorem 7.4 in this specific setting. Now suppose
f : N → N is partially hyperbolic. Since N is a nilmanifold, the results of
Mal’cev [Mal] imply that there is a Lie group automorphism Φ : H → H
such that Φ quotients down to a diffeomorphism g : N → N homotopic to
f . This automorphism is of the form
Φ(x, y, z) = (A(x, y), z + p(x, y))
where A : R2 → R2 is a linear map with det(A) = 1 and p is a quadratic
polynomial.
A length versus volume argument implies that A has an eigenvalue λ > 1
and so g is partially hyperbolic. Let Ãcs and Ãcu be the invariant foliations
of Φ. Since Egu ⊕ Egs is not integrable, there is no Ãus foliation.
For a one dimensional subspace E ⊂ R2 , the following properties are
equivalent:
• E lies at a finite distance from A(E),
• E is an eigenspace of A.
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From this, one can show that if Ãπ is almost parallel to Φ(Ãπ ), then either
Ãπ = Ãcs or Ãπ = Ãcu . If F̃ cu is almost parallel to Ãcs , a variant of the
proof of Lemma 9.2 gives a contradiction. Therefore, F̃ cu is almost parallel
to Ãcu and similarly F̃ cs is almost parallel to Ãcs . From this point on, the
proof is as in Section 9 with minor variations. For the averaging method of
Fuller, use P (x, y, z) = z.
12. Sol geometry
This section discusses the proof of Theorem 2.3. Let A : T2 → T2 be
a hyperbolic toral automorphism and define the suspension flow ϕ on the
manifold MA = T2 × R/(Av, s) ∼ (v, s + 1).
Suppose f is a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism on MA . By replacing
f with an iterate, we may assume f is homotopic to the identity. Then f
lifts to f˜ on the universal cover M̃A where f˜ is a finite distance from the
identity.
The universal cover M̃ is homeomorphic to R2 ×R, and so we will at times
write points in M̃ in the form (v, s), but keep in mind that the geometry
is not Euclidean. The Anosov flow ϕ lifts to a flow ϕ̃ given by ϕ̃t (v, s) =
(v, s + t). The time-one map is partially hyperbolic. Let Ãcs , Ãcu , and Ãus
be the corresponding model foliations.
Proposition 12.1. Any Reebless foliation F on MA lifts to a foliation F̃
on M̃A which is almost parallel to one of Ãcs , Ãcu , and Ãus .
The folowing result on compact leaves is proved in a similar way to Proposition 9.1.
Proposition 12.2. If F lifts to a foliation almost parallel to Ãus , then F
has a compact leaf.
As we are under the hypothesis that F̃ cs has no torus leaves, it follows
that F̃ cs is almost parallel either to Ãcs or Ãcu . Up to possibly replacing A
by A−1 , we may freely assume that F̃ cs is almost parallel to Ãcs . Our goal
is then to show that F̃ cu is almost parallel to Ãcu .
Lemma 12.3. F̃ cu is almost parallel to Ãcu .
This step was surprisingly difficult. It was the last piece of the puzzle
when the results in [HaP2 ] were developed and frustrated the authors for
some time. Sadly, its proof is not easily summarized and so for this survey
we just take Lemma 12.3 as a given.
Lemma 12.4. For every L ∈ F̃ cs , there is a unique L ∈ Ãcs such that L
and L are at finite distance.
Idea of proof. By the definition of almost parallel, at least one such leaf
exists. Since the elements of Ãcs are the weak stable leaves of a lifted
Anosov flow, no two of them are at finite distance.
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There is also a converse result, swapping the roles of F̃ cs and Ãcs .
Lemma 12.5. For every L ∈ Ãcs , there is a unique L ∈ F̃ cs such that L
and L are at finite distance.
Idea of proof. Suppose two leaves L, L′ ∈ F̃ cs are both at finite distance from
L ∈ Ãcs . Then one can take an unstable curve J lying between L and L′ and
apply a length versus volume argument for f˜n (J) to derive a contradiction.
In this case, the details are complicated and one must consider volume on
an intermediate covering space homeomorphic to T2 × R.

Corollary 12.6. f˜(L) = L for all L ∈ F̃ cs .
Idea of proof. Since f˜ is a finite distance from the identity, both L and f˜(L)
are a finite distance from the same leaf L ∈ Ãcs .

Since we are trying to compare the system to a flow, knowing that f˜ fixes
leaves is an important step. Paradoxically, fixing leaves implies that f˜ does
not fix points. This was first observed in [BoW].
Lemma 12.7. f˜ has no periodic points.
Idea of proof. Suppose p = f˜n (p) is a periodic point. Take q ∈ W̃ u (p) such
that q lies on a leaf L ∈ F̃ cs with p ∈
/ L. Then f˜−nk (q) → p as k → ∞ and
f˜−nk (q) ∈ L for all k, a contradiction.

Now consider a point p ∈ M̃A . Take leaves Lcs ∈ F̃ cs and Lcu ∈ F̃ cu
such that p ∈ Lcs ∩ Lcu . By a compactness argument, one can show that
Lcs ∩ Lcu has a finite number of connected components, each of which is a
properly embedded line tangent to the center bundle of f˜. Thus, if L is the
component containing p, there is n ≥ 1 such that f˜n (L) = L. As f˜n |L is
a fixed-point-free homeomorphism of a line, the orbit {f˜nk (p) : k ∈ Z} is
unbounded in L.
Using the coordinates (v, s) for points in M̃A , write f˜nk (p) = (vk , sk ).
Unboundedness inside L implies that inf sk = −∞ and sup sk = +∞. Expansiveness of the Anosov flow can be used to show that there is a unique
leaf L ∈ Ãcs such that
sup dist(f˜nk (p), L) < ∞.
k∈Z

This defines the map H cs : M̃ → Ãcs . One can verify that the fibers of H cs
are exactly the leaves of F̃ cs . Hence, F̃ cs is a true foliation and is the unique
invariant foliation tangent to the center-stable direction of f˜. A similar
map H cu : M̃ → Ãcu exists and their product gives a homeomorphism
between the space of center leaves of f˜ and the orbits of the flow ϕ̃. Using
the averaging method of Fuller with P (v, s) = s, one can construct a leaf
conjugacy.
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13. Seifert spaces and beyond
We now discuss Reebless foliations on Seifert spaces and give an outline
of the proof of Theorem 2.4.
For simplicity, we only consider circle bundles, instead of Seifert spaces
containing exceptional fibers. We also need only consider circle bundles over
surfaces of genus g ≥ 2, since circle bundles over S2 and T2 have nilpotent
fundamental group.
Suppose M is a circle bundle over a surface Σ. The circle bundle is given
by the fibers of a map p : M → Σ. Call an immersed surface L horizontal if
p|L : L → Σ is a local homeomorphism. Call L vertical if L = p−1 (α) where
α is an immersed topological circle or line in Σ.
Brittenham proved the following result [Bri].
Theorem 13.1. Let M be a circle bundle over a surface Σ and let F be a
Reebless foliation on M . Then, the bundle map p : M → Σ may be chosen
so that every leaf of F is either horizontal or vertical.
The regularity of the foliation is crucial. Theorem 13.1 builds on unpublished work of Thurston, who showed that if the Reebless foliation F is
C 2 , then every leaf is horizontal. See [Le] for details. In C 1 regularity or
lower, it is possible to have a mixture of horizontal and vertical leaves. See
[Cal, Chapter 4] for examples, as well as an introduction to subject and a
simplified outline of the proof of Theorem 13.1.
In the partially hyperbolic setting, the branching foliation F cs or its approximation Fǫcs is C 0 with C 1 leaves. However, we may use the dynamics
to show that a mix of horizontal and vertical leaves is impossible.
Proposition 13.2. Let f be a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism defined
on a circle bundle M over a surface Σ of genus g ≥ 2. Then every leaf of
F cs is horizontal.
Idea of proof. For simplicity, assume f is dynamically coherent, so that F cs
is a true foliation. Applying Theorem 13.1, we may consider each leaf of
F cs as either horizontal or vertical. Let Λ ⊂ M be the union of all vertical
leaves in F cs . Note that Λ 6= M , since if every leaf of a foliation on M
were vertical, it would imply that there is a one-dimensional foliation on
the higher genus surface Σ. To show there are no vertical leaves we assume
Λ 6= ∅ and derive a contradiction. The general proof of this fact is involved.
Therefore, for this sketch of the proof, we also add the condition that f is
transitive.
Let δ > 0 be small and let Wδu (x) denote the unstable segment of length δ
centered at x ∈ M . Since f maps vertical leaves to vertical leaves, f (Λ) = Λ.
One can also show that Λ is a S
closed subset of M . If ∅ 6= Λ 6= M , then
there is δ > 0 such that U := x∈Λ Wδs (x) satisfies ∅ 6= U 6= M . Then,

f −n (U ) ⊂ U for all large n and this contradicts transitivity.
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Idea of the proofs of Theorem 2.4 and Corollary 2.5. Since all of the leaves
of F cs are horizontal, they are transverse to the fibers of the Seifert fibering.
In particular, no unit vector in E cs is tangent to the fibering. Assuming
that E c is orientable, this gives us a vector field v which is nowhere tangent
to the fibering. Assume that the bundle map p : M → Σ has derivative
Dp : T M → T Σ and so the vector field v : M → T M composed with Dp
gives a non-zero map ρ : M → T Σ.
Note that at this point we can prove Corollary 2.5 directly. Suppose
M is the direct product Σ × S1 . Then, there is a section Σ ֒→ M . For
instance, map Σ to Σ × {1}. Composing the map ρ with this section yields
a non-vanishing vector field on Σ. Since Σ is a higher-genus surface, this is
impossible.
We now go back to the general case of Theorem 2.4. Our goal is to show
that M supports an Anosov flow. To do this, one uses x 7→ ρ(x)/kρ(x)k to
define a map from M to the unit tangent bundle T 1 Σ taking fibers to fibers.
The properties of circle bundles imply that there is a finite covering map
from M to T 1 Σ. Then, the geodesic flow on T 1 Σ lifts to an Anosov flow on
M.

After Seifert spaces, the next “natural” family of manifolds to consider
are ones with hyperbolic geometry (or atoroidal).
Goodman demonstrated that some hyperbolic 3-manifolds support Anosov
flows [Goo], see also [Fen].
There is an established history of research for Reebless foliations on hyperbolic 3-manifolds [Cal, Chapters 7 and 8]. However, the study of partially
hyperbolic systems on these manifolds has only barely begun [Par, Section
3]. For instance, many hyperbolic 3-manifolds, such as the Weeks manifold,
do not support Reebless foliations and so do not support partially hyperbolic
diffeomorphisms [CalD, RSS].
We refer the reader to [BaF] and references therein for results concerning
Anosov and pseudo-Anosov flows in 3-manifolds which are not atoroidal.
14. Other classification results
So far, we have only considered restrictions on the manifold M . We now
consider assumptions on the dynamics itself. We first discuss a very strong
condition for the invariant foliations called quasi-isometry.
Consider a foliation F on a manifold M . Lift F to F̃ on the universal
cover. For two points x, y on the same leaf L ∈ F̃ one can define a distance
dF̃ (x, y) as the length of the shortest path inside the leaf L. Ignoring L,
one can also define dM̃ (x, y) as distance on the ambient manifold M̃ . The
foliation F is quasi-isometric if these two notions of distance are roughly
the same; to be precise, if there is a uniform constant Q > 1 such that
dF̃ (x, y) < QdM̃ (x, y) + Q
for any x, y ∈ M̃ lying on the same leaf of F̃.
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The use of the word “quasi-isometric” here is slightly different than the
much more common notion of two metric spaces being quasi-isometric to
each other.
The concept of a quasi-isometric foliation was first applied to partially
hyperbolic systems by Brin, who proved the following [Br2 ].
Theorem 14.1. Suppose f : M → M is absolutely partially hyperbolic and
that each of W u and W s is a quasi-isometric foliation. Then, E cs , E cu , and
E c are uniquely integrable.
Idea of proof. If E cs is not uniquely integrable, then there is a path α :
[0, 1] → M̃ piecewise tangent to E cs with endpoints α(0) 6= α(1) which lie
on the same unstable leaf. Since f is absolutely partially hyperbolic, there
are constants µ > γ > 1 such that
kDf v cs k < γ < µ < kDf v u k
for all unit vectors v cs ∈ E cs and v u ∈ E u . Quasi-isometry and the expansion
along E u imply that
dM̃ (f˜n α(0), f˜n α(1)) > µn Q−1 du (α(0), α(1)) − 1
for all n. Since α is piecewise tangent to E cs ,
dM̃ (f˜n α(0), f˜n α(1)) < length(f˜n ◦ α) < γ n length(α).
For large n, these two estimates give a contradiction.



We have given an outline of this proof not only because it is short and
elegant, but because it highlights why it is necessary to require absolute instead of pointwise partial hyperbolicity when using the assumption of quasiisometry. In some sense, the proof is a global version of the local arguments
used in establishing Theorem 4.1.
Brin’s motivation in proving Theorem 14.1 was to answer the question
of dynamical coherence on the 3-torus. Working with Burago and Ivanov
[BrBI2 ], he achieved this goal in the end.
Theorem 14.2. Let f : T3 → T3 be absolutely partially hyperbolic. Then,
each of W u and W s is a quasi-isometric foliation. As a consequence, f is
dynamically coherent.
This theorem was later extended by Parwani to all nilmanifolds in dimension 3 [Par]. It was also a major motivation for the classification up to
leaf conjugacy of partially hyperbolic systems on T3 . In fact, a version of
the classification holds for higher dimensional tori when quasi-isometry is
assumed.
Theorem 14.3 ([Ha1 ]). Suppose that f : Td → Td is absolutely partially
hyperbolic with dim E c = 1 and that each of W s and W u is a quasi-isometric
foliation. Then f is leaf conjugate to a linear automorphism of Td .
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Many dynamical properties can be established when assuming quasiisometry of the foliations [Ha1 , Ha3 , Ha5 ]. Quasi-isometry is such a strong
assumption, however, that it is unlikely to hold for the vast majority of
partially hyperbolic systems of interest. Brin briefly discusses this in [Br2 ].
Several conditions which prevent W s and W u from being quasi-isometric
are given in [Ha6 ].
The quasi-isometric condition and absolute domination in Theorem 14.3
can be removed if one assumes that f is isotopic to a linear Anosov automorphism by a path of partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms (see [FPS] for
precise and more general statements, in particular, in dimension 3, stronger
results hold [Pot]). In [Pot2 ] conditions on the center-stable foliation are
given that make the diffeomorphism resemble a linear Anosov automorphism
of a torus or a nilmanifold.
We suspect that the 3-torus and other nilmanifolds are the only 3-dimensional manifolds where the quasi-isometry property holds for partially
hyperbolic systems. If one also considers quasi-isometry for the center foliation, then the following holds.
Theorem 14.4 ([Ha5 ]). For an absolutely partially hyperbolic system on a
3-manifold, the stable, center, and unstable foliations exist and are quasiisometric if and only if M is finitely covered by the 3-torus.
Bonatti and Wilkinson [BoW] investigated the properties of transitive
partially hyperbolic systems in dimension 3. Their original plan was to
construct new examples of such systems by gluing together pieces of already
known examples. For instance, they hoped to construct a system which
resembled a skew product in one part of the manifold and the time-1 map
of a flow elsewhere. They soon realized that such surgery techniques were
not possible in this setting and proved the following theorems.
Theorem 14.5. Let f be a partially hyperbolic transitive diffeomorphism
on a 3-manifold M . Assume that γ = f (γ) is a circle tangent to E c and
that W s (γ) ∩ W u (γ) contains at least one other connected component which
is a circle. Then, f is finitely covered by a skew product.
Theorem 14.6. Let f be a dynamically coherent, transitive diffeomorphism
on a 3-manifold. Assume γ = f (γ) is a circle tangent to E c such that
f (L) = L for every center leaf L ⊂ W s (γ). Then f is topologically conjugate
to the time-1 map of a continuous expansive flow.
Further consequences also hold. See [BoW] for the precise results. It is
further conjectured in [BoW] that the continuous expansive flow obtained
in the above theorem is orbit equivalent to an Anosov flow. In our view,
showing leaf conjugacy to such an expansive flow would be enough for the
purposes of the classification of partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms.
The proofs of the above two theorems rely on the following property: if
f is transitive and γ is a periodic compact center leaf, then each of W u (γ)
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and W s (γ) is dense in M . The intersections of W u (γ) and W s (γ) may then
be analyzed to establish global properties of the dynamics.
Say that a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism has a compact center foliation if there is an invariant foliation tangent to E c consisting entirely of
compact leaves. One step in proving Theorem 14.5 is the following result,
which does not rely on transitivity.
Theorem 14.7. If f is a partially hyperbolic system with compact center
foliation on a 3-manifold M , then f is finitely covered by a skew product.
This result was generalized independently and at nearly the same time
by D. Bohnet [Boh], P. Carrasco [Carr], and A. Gogolev [Go].
Theorem 14.8. If f is a partially hyperbolic system with compact center
foliation and dim E u = dim E s = 1, then f is finitely covered by a skew
product.
Gogolev also proved the following, which applies to systems in dimensions
4 and 5.
Theorem 14.9. If f is a partially hyperbolic system with compact center
foliation, dim E c = 1, dim E u ≤ 2, and dim E s ≤ 2, then f is finitely covered
by a skew product.
An open question, attributed in [RHRHU1 ] to C. C. Pugh, asks if this
always holds, regardless of the dimensions of the subbundles.
Question 14.10. Is every partially hyperbolic system with compact center
foliation finitely covered by a skew product?
We say that a compact foliation is uniformly compact if there is a uniform
bound on the volume of every leaf. This extra condition is not redundant.
For instance, Sullivan constructed a foliation of a 5-manifold by circles with
no uniform bound on the length [Su]. In the partially hyperbolic setting,
however, it is an open question if any compact center foliation is also uniformly compact. Using uniform compactness as a hypothesis, D. Bohnet
showed the following.
Theorem 14.11. If f is a partially hyperbolic system with uniformly compact center foliation and dim E u = 1, then f is finitely covered by a skew
product.
Note that there is no restriction here on the dimensions of E s or E c . See
[Carr, Go, Boh] for further results on compact center foliations.
15. New examples
Examples of partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms (in any dimension) appear in four basic forms.
(1) Algebraic and geometric constructions, including linear automorphisms of tori and nilmanifolds and geodesic and frame flows;
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(2) Skew-products,
(3) Surgery on existing examples,
(4) Deformation and composition preserving cone-fields.
None of the four mechanisms is completely understood. Algebraic examples are not even completely understood for the construction of Anosov
diffeomorphisms. Skew products where the base is more hyperbolic than the
fiber can be said to be well understood, but when they work the other way
around (the expansion and contraction are seen in the fibers), this is just
starting to be studied and several exciting examples are starting to appear
(see [FG2 , GoORH]).
Surgery constructions are only partly understood for Anosov flows (see
[FrW, HaTh, Goo, Fen, BBY]). For partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms,
we only know about obstructions to applying surgery techniques [BoW].
This section gives an overview of new examples of partially hyperbolic
diffeomorphisms in 3-manifolds appearing in [BoPP, BoGP, BoGHP]. They
exploit the fourth mechanism, which in a certain sense generalizes the fact
that partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms form an open set in the space of
diffeomorphisms. It depends on the possibility of having a good control on
the position of the cone-fields around the invariant bundles. This is the
mechanism we will present in this section. The main purpose is to construct
new examples starting with time one maps of Anosov flows but such that
they are not isotopic to the identity.
15.1. Mechanism. The key mechanism for constructing new examples is
the following simple proposition:
Proposition 15.1. Let f : M → M be a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism with splitting T M = E s ⊕ E c ⊕ E u . Let h : M → M be a smooth
diffeomorphism such that for every x ∈ M one has:
(2)

cu
u
cs
Dh(E s (x)) ⊤
∩ E (h(x)) and Dh(E (x)) ⊤
∩ E (h(x))

then, there exists n > 0 such that f n ◦ h is partially hyperbolic.
This proof essentially follows from the classical cone-field criteria. Let us
briefly give a sketch of the proof:
Idea of proof. Let us first show that there exists n such that f n ◦ h preserves
an unstable cone-field.
To do this, consider first a given cone-field E u for f , that is, Df (E u (x))) ⊂
u
E (f (x)) and vectors in E u are expanded by Df . Notice that by considering
the cone-fields Df k (E u ) one can assume that E u is as narrow as one wishes.
By compactness and the fact that Dh(E u (x)) is transverse to E cs (h(x))
one can assume that E u is such that Dh(E u (x)) is also transverse to E cs (h(x)).
In particular, there exists n > 0 such that Df n (Dh(E u )) ⊂ E u . If n is large
enough one can also assume that Df n ◦ Dh expands vectors in E u .
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The existence of a stable cone-field is almost symmetric (but not exactly
since composition with h is on the right). Indeed, by considering the conefield Dh−1 (E s ) where E s is a stable cone-field for f one obtains invariance
under D(f n ◦ h)−1 .
Both cone-fields imply partial hyperbolicity by classical results in the
theory (see for example [CP, Section 2.2]).

Remark 15.2. The same statement holds for absolute partial hyperbolicity.
If M is a 3-manifold whose fundamental group has exponential growth,
then it cannot admit an Anosov diffeomorphism or a skew-product. If M
admits an Anosov flow, then the fundamental group must have exponential
growth. Therefore, to find new examples of partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms it is enough to start with an Anosov flow ϕt of a 3-manifold M and
find a diffeomorphism h which verifies the conditions of Proposition 15.1
and such that no iterate of h is isotopic to the identity.
15.2. Non-transitive examples. Consider an Anosov flow ϕt : M → M
transverse to a torus T ⊂ M . One example of such a flow is the suspension
of an Anosov diffeomorphism of the torus, but wilder examples exist (see
[BBY] and references therein) and it will be those that will interest us. The
reason is the following: We plan to compose the time N -map of ϕt with a
Dehn twist along a neighborhood of T so that conditions (2) are satisfied but
also so that the Dehn twist is not isotopic to the identity; when considering
the suspension of an Anosov diffeomorphism of the torus, this is not the
case as was proved in [HaP2 ].
By Dehn twist we mean that we consider an embedded submanifold D
of M diffeomorphic to [0, 1] × T2 and an integer vector v ∈ Z2 and consider
the diffeomorphism of M which is the identity outside D and in D (with
the coordinates [0, 1] × T2 ) is given by (t, x) 7→ (t, x + ρ(t)v mod Z2 ) where
ρ : [0, 1] → [0, 1] is a smooth function which equals 0 in a neighborhood of 0
and 1 in a neighborhood of 1.
The easiest example that will work for us was constructed by Franks and
Williams ([FrW]) and is an Anosov flow ϕt which is transverse to a torus T
and has the property that ϕt (T ) ∩ T = ∅ for every t > 0. This implies in
particular that the flow ϕt is not transitive.
TheSDehn twist is constructed so that it is supported on a set of the form
UN = 0≤t≤N ϕt (T ) for very large N so that the effect of the modification
can be made to be almost negligible at the level of the derivative, this allows
the twist to satisfy conditions (2). The details can be found in [BoPP] but
let us say a few more words on how this is done:
• Parametrize UN by a diffeomorphism HN : T × [0, 1] → UN defined
by HN (x, Nt ) = ϕt (x). Since the center-stable foliation is invariant
under the flow, preimages of its leaves under HN are sets of the form
γ×[0, 1] where γ is a curve in T . Therefore, the center-stable foliation
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on M defines a one-dimensional foliation T cs on T . Similarly, a
transverse foliation T cu exists for the center-unstable direction.
• If the example is done carefully, it is possible to construct a path of
diffeomorphisms ηs of T which is not homotopically trivial and such
that ηs (T cs ) is transverse to T cu and ηs (T cu ) is transverse to T cs
for all s.
• By choosing a very large N , one has that the strong bundles are very
close to being tangent to the tangent spaces of these foliations, and
therefore one can construct a Dehn twist in the T × [0, 1] coordinates
which, when sent back to UN via HN will verify the conditions (2).
By general 3-manifold topology reasons, one can show as desired that
this Dehn twist will not be homotopic to the identity. In [BoPP] a specific
example is treated where one can show this via elementary methods (showing
that the action in homology is non-trivial).
15.3. Transitive examples. The construction in the previous subsection
relied on the fact that ϕt (T ) is disjoint from T for all t > 0. This allowed us
to spread out the perturbation and obtain the transversality conditions. If
one wishes to make a transitive example starting from a transitive Anosov
flow, this condition will never be satisfied.
One of the main constructions in [BoGP] consists in making a quantitative
version of the previous argument, applied to certain transitive Anosov flows
transverse to tori (see [BBY] for plenty of such examples) that after huge
finite lifts will be treated in a similar way as the non-transitive case. This
implies solving several technical difficulties, but at the end it is possible to
do so without so many differences as in the previous case.
To guarantee that after perturbation the new diffeomorphism is transitive,
one could argue directly with some attention to be able to use the transitivity
of the Anosov flow and the control on the perturbation, but there is a
way to do this with an easy trick that moreover allows us to obtain even
better results (construct stably ergodic examples). The key point is that
if the Anosov flow is volume preserving and the Dehn twist with which
we compose preserves the same volume form, the new example will be also
conservative, and therefore easier to show it can be perturbed to be robustly
transitive (and stably ergodic). To do this, in [BoGP, Section 3] the example
is constructed starting with the Anosov flow constructed in [BoL] and as
explained before, considering a big finite cover.
Remark 15.3. It is possible to change the construction in order to avoid the
huge finite lift but we will not explain this here.
In [BoGP] there are examples of different nature also, constructed via
Dehn twists along tori, but which are not transverse to the Anosov flow.
The transversality conditions can be guaranteed by “geometric” reasons.
We will explain these examples in the following subsection.
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15.4. New examples on unit tangent bundles. Consider a hyperbolic
surface S with Riemannian metric g and its geodesic flow ϕt : T 1 S → T 1 S.
If the curvature of g is everywhere negative, then ϕt is an Anosov flow [An].
Let f : S → S be any smooth diffeomorphism. The projectivization
Df v
P f : T 1 S → T 1 S defined as P f (v) = kDf
vk conjugates the geodesic flow
of the metric g with the one obtained by the pullback f ∗ g. That is, if ψt
denotes the geodesic flow of f ∗ g one has that:
P f ◦ ϕt = ψ t ◦ P f
In particular, since the conjugacy is smooth, it follows that the derivative
of P f sends the invariant bundles of ϕt onto the ones of ψt . So the key
remark is:
Proposition 15.4. It is possible to construct f : S → S not isotopic to
the identity in S so that f∗ g and g are very close to each other (in the
C ∞ -topology) and with g having constant negative curvature.
This is done in [BoGP, Section 2] via considering a hyperbolic metric of
constant curvature −1 with a very short closed geodesic and choosing f to
be a Dehn twist along this curve, since the geodesic is short, it follows that,
in the universal cover, the lift of the diffeomorphism f is very close to the
identity.
It follows that the diffeomorphism P f ◦ ϕN for large N will be partially
hyperbolic thanks to Proposition 15.1 and not isotopic to the identity because P f is not. Since P f does not preserve the length along fibers, it will
not preserve the volume form on T 1 S. However, it is possible to find a diffeomorphism C 1 -close to P f which does preserve this volume form and for
which Proposition 15.1 still applies.
In principle, this idea and the examples presented in the previous section
suggest that one might be able only to make examples isotopic to Dehn
twists. These have the particularity that their action in homology only
has eigenvalues of modulus 1. The proof of Proposition 15.4 as explained
above, requires a small geodesic along which one performs a Dehn twist.
If one would like to construct f which belongs to a mapping class having
eigenvalues larger than 1, then one would need to compose with crossing
Dehn twists, but if one curve is short, the transverse one should be long.
In [BoGHP] this problem is solved by considering maps and geodesic flows
in non-connected surfaces and choosing the initial diffeomorphisms not to be
the geodesic flows, but to permute the connected components and apply the
geodesic flow so that the diffeomorphism visits every connected component.
In this way, it is possible to modify the metrics little by little in order to
apply Dehn twists in different connected components so that a sufficiently
large iterate will observe the multiple Dehn twists. In particular, it is shown:
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Theorem 15.5 ([BoGHP]). Given a surface S and a diffeomorphism f :
S → S, there exists a (stably ergodic) partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism
F : T 1 S → T 1 S isotopic to P f .
15.5. Some considerations. The mechanism for constructing new examples needs to start with a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism on M . In
particular, this can only give examples on new isotopy classes, but not on
different manifolds.
Question 15.6. Is there a manifold M whose fundamental group has exponential growth which admits a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism and does
not admit an Anosov flow?
In [HaP2 , HaPS] one can find results in the direction of a negative answer.
However, the fact that we do not understand completely Anosov flows in 3manifolds makes this question difficult in principle.
Also, these new examples provide different phenomena in different isotopy
classes. So, it is natural to ask:
Question 15.7. Let f : M → M be a (dynamically coherent) partially
hyperbolic diffeomorphism isotopic to the identity. Is f leaf conjugate to an
Anosov flow?.
In this direction recall Theorem 14.6 stating that if f is transitive and
every center-leaf is fixed by f and there is a circle leaf then this must be
essentially the case (see the discussion after the statement of Theorem 14.6).
See [BoGP] for more questions arising naturally from these new examples.
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